Chapter VI

p.13 li.1-2 (tent. p. 23) First sentence of Part clear—is it correct?


p.24. li. 6 (tent. p. 40) see * above.

p.24 li. 5-6 (tent. p. 40) Changed placement of commas from “... are told artisans who... Market,” to “... told, artisans... Market own...” for clarity.

p.31. line 2 from bottom (tent. p. 55) Should last sentence be part of previous one? It seems incomplete as written.

p.36 li. 3 (tent. p. 63) see * above.

p.37 li. 7 (tent. p. 64) Numbers below eleven should be written out. Therefore, I change to read “... price is always one and other prices,” however, if the numeral is symbolic it should be changed back to “1.”